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Valsamoggia, 23/03/2020 

 

TO ALL OUR PARTNERS, 

 

Report n. 05: Decree of 22 March 2020 Corona Virus Italian Territory 

 

Dear customers and suppliers, 

 

On 22.03.2020, given the evolution of the epidemiological situation, the government 

authorities have issued a new Decree, in force until 03 April 2020. 

 

In relation to this Decree and the current situation, our General Director intends to 

send you a message, particularly significant for customers and suppliers who operate 

outside the Italian borders. 

 

 

Dear All, 

 

I want to inform you about the latest developments related to Covid-19. 

 

In accordance with the current Government Ordinance of 23/03/2020, we will stop the 

production of cut SHEETS addressed to industrial ware until 03/04/2020. 

Conversely MP3 will be normally running its production of material on a REEL addressed to 

the packaging industry. 

Our shipping and logistic Department is fully operating all over this period to organize 

deliveries at the best of our possibilities in the current scenario.  

I want to underline that we always followed the guidelines of our Government: but we 

would like to take the opportunity to recommend to all our partners to acknowledge from 

now how serious is what happens in Italy and how this could be serious for others as well.  

At present we can indicate that in Europe our country is a trailblazer in this situation: but 

just for this reason, we could appreciate that the measures to contain the virus taken with 

too much graduality were not sufficient. 

I recommend then to all our partners to straight take the most stringent actions to avoid 

the virus spreading in your areas. All Governors and Mayors are asking the population to 

stay home. It is the only solution. 
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Just think how difficult can be taking decisions knowing that employees going to work can 

risk their own health and the ones of their relatives.  

Have a look to the video enclosed: this explains the situation with this pandemic, how it can 

be.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INmEciVm-6Q 

 

Best regards 

Marcello Garagnani 

MP3 General Director 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INmEciVm-6Q

